Introduction

Getting Started
This adventure begins when the PCs are given the task of raiding
the dungeons below Springvale and saving the land from evil. In
order to do this, however, they need to speak with the sorceress
Liniakatra of Hallow’s Nook. They could have been hired by the
local duke, the church, or by Liniakatra herself, but whatever their
reasons for braving the terrors below the town, they cannot hope to
succeed unless she tells them how to use three magical verses.

The Root of All Evils
Liniakatra explains to the PCs that the town of Springvale was
founded on the ruins of the ancient necropolis-kingdom of
Mëolgysst, whose rulers were overly fond of employing evil
wizards and their malevolent magics. Long ago, these wizards
constructed great machines in the Mëolgysstian city that
Springvale was built on top of whose sole purpose was to bridge the
gap between astral realms of evil and the material world. Even
though Mëolgysst is no more, still these machines persist, spewing
forth demons, both in the flesh as well as in spirit form. If these
machines can be destroyed, the evil beings they summon will no
longer have a way in to this world, but they are only vulnerable to
one particular thing: the Hepsorian song of banishment, written in
a dead tongue and lost to the world for centuries.
The old sorceress has been working on ridding this land of evil
for more than sixty years now. In that time, she has recovered two
of the three verses, and believes she knows where the third is
located. The problem is this: the third verse was kept inside an old
Hepsorian shrine that once stood on this very spot—the only
structure to predate the founding of the kingdom of Mëolgysst in
this area. That means it is buried even farther down than the
machines themselves, and the monster-spewing portals they create.
Liniakatra is too old now to continue adventuring under
circumstances as dangerous as these. What she needs is someone
else daring enough to find the third verse and banish the engines of
Mëolgysst for good.
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The First Verse
Hepsorian:

ρα ἐλι θανδωρ ἱς μαρα τελανρο
ὡς καλα ἰς καλα τᾳ δαλα να
ζυ μισυ ὀθδα ξυ σιμυ ἰλαν ρο
ψῃ τιλαν ἡ θορα ἰξ μαλα να
Phonetic transcription:
ra: éli than:do:r hi:s mara télan ró
ho:s kala i:s kala tai dala na:
zu: misu óth:da: ksu: simu ilan ró
psei tilan he: thóra i:ks mala na:
Rough translation:
We sing so that heaven, seeing this nightmare, will banish it from
our sight.
Under the weight of rightness and order, you and all your kind will
keep your hands away.
Take yourself and go from these lands, for with you gone, your
sadness also leaves the world.
Right now, in this waking life, we wish for you, faulty creature, to
cause no harm.
When you recite the first verse, roll 2d6+WIS. •On a 10+, you
recite it quickly and accurately. The nearest creature summoned by
Mëolgysstian machines is banished instantly. •On a 7-9, you
stumble over the words, and only finish the incantation after the
creature has a chance to react to it. •On a miss, you recite the verse
incorrectly.
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I am the God of Hellfire

Fire Temple Map

I am the God of Hellfire

Entering The Temple
In the basement of an unassuming house in Springvale, there is a
metal spiral staircase leading down. At the bottom is a large room
with but a single doorway. Flanked by two granite pillars, it leads
into an ancient temple, dedicated to the nameless god of hellfire.

Curse
This room was once the repository of the temple’s relics, and there
are cabinets along the wall full of small objects behind broken glass
cabinets that are smeared with ancient, dried blood.
Nowadays, this room is the home of an ogre. He has set up a
rough bed and fireplace, in order to cook small children and
animals in his giant cauldron. If the ogre is home, smoke issues
from this hallway and his muttering can be heard. One of the
children has escaped his clutches and is hiding in the bottom of the
cabinets, beneath the shelves that hold the relics. The ogre is
instinctively aware of the magical nature of the relics and has
resisted using force to capture the child.

OGRE

Hoarder, Intelligent, Large, Solitary, Stealthy.
Club (1d10+3 damage, close, reach, forceful)
16 HP 1 Armour
The ogre stalks the streets of Springvale at night, looking for
children to eat. He knows how to get across the Bridge, but the cat
demons keep him from going through the mists to find the
machines. He is too cautious to mess with the Red Mummy.
Instinct: Kidnap the innocent and eat their flesh.
 Bellow in rage.
 Smash foe with club and throw them across the room.
 Sneak through city streets.
 Thrust foe into a boiling cauldron.
When discovered: Strike quickly, then flee.
When hungry: Go up to the surface.
When they attack his home: Retreat to the Bridge or the altar room
and use the chasm or the fire trap against foes.
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Tomb of the Red Mummy

Hideous Halls
The door to the left at the bottom of the fire temple’s stairs leads
to the Hideous halls of the Red Mummy’s tomb, but there are other
entrances. One can also use the Azure glow (see page 26) to be
transported to the golden Orb, and a third way is to enter the Mist
cave through the room of Uncertainty (see page 58).

Hideous
The Hideous halls to the north of the Red Mummy’s Pit are made
of black stone that is intricately carved with the laughing faces of
demonic creatures. There used to be other passages leading out of
these halls, but they collapsed and their doorways have been sealed
up. Between these doorways, infernal visages twist and leer in the
torchlight, as if they are alive—and they are! In the hallway
between the fire temple and The Room, two stone demons (see
page 32) emerge from the walls—one from either side—and attempt
to kidnap intruders.

Orb
At the end of the Hideous hall is a dead end. On the floor is a
circular slab of marble, but there are several interlocking golden
rings, six feet in diameter and about as thick as the stem of a rose,
creating a sort of orb above the floor. Anyone climbing between
the rings into the orb must deal with the azure demon, and may be
transported to the marble slab at the end of the hallway that is part
of the flame god’s temple.
The rings are magically strengthened, but if they are removed
(by magical means) the azure demon is freed and the gold is worth
3,000 coins in total.
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Map of the Tomb
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Portal Doorway
The door to the south exists on the material plane, but behind it
lies a portal to a cave in some nightmare dimension inhabited only
by giant, demonic cats.

Cats
This cave occasionally has demonic cats in it. They resemble
gigantic cats, as tall as a man at the shoulder, but their skin is
strange and awful, variously resembling that of snakes, lobsters, or
alligators. Some cat demons appear to be made out of sand, stone,
or bloody, coiled entrails. Those that have fur possess no Earthly
hairs on their body—it is instead made of metal, glass, or
vegetation. Their eyes sometimes resemble those of terrestrial cats
to an uncanny degree, but they can also swirl with weird colours.
They know this cave contains a portal to the material plane and
occasionally wander through it to cause mischief in the dead of
night.
The only recognizable object inside the cave is a deformed
statue of a person. It is actually a trap. Anyone touching this statue
finds themselves stuck to it, because it is coated with a shiny,
unearthly substance that causes people to adhere. This substance
loses its properties on the material plane. When someone is stuck
to this statue, they must either find a way to get free or wait for a
cat demon to show up and kill them.
Cat demons can be banished by the first Hepsorian verse, but
only if they have left the cave and come into the material plane. On
their home plane, only the third Hepsorian verse has any effect on
them, and it only drives them away. The second Hepsorian verse
can close this portal, but only from the material side, and only
temporarily. The magic of the Mëolgysstian engines will restore it
after a day or so.
Tactics:
If they are strong: Make them regret their intrusion into the planes.
If they are too strong: Leave. It’s not worth it.
If they are weak: Maim them, take their gear, watch them die slowly.
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DW:
CAT DEMON

Devious, Intelligent, Large, Magical
Organized, Planar, Solitary, Stealthy.
Claws (1d10+1 damage, 1 piercing, close, forceful) 20 HP 4 Armour
Special Qualities: Immune to fire and normal weapons.
Cat demons are only solitary on the material plane. They usually
travel in groups on their home plane.
Instinct: To be entertained by the hardships of others.
 Cast a spell from the depths of Inferno.
 Maim a foe, then let them loose.
 Move silently along any surface, even walls and ceilings.
 Pin a foe to the ground.
 Tear apart a foe’s equipment.
 Vomit flaming oil.

LL:
Cat Demon
No. Enc.:
1 (1d4)
Alignment:
Chaotic
Movement:
150’ (50’), along floor, wall, or ceiling
Armour Class: Plate & shield
Hit Dice:
6
Attacks:
1 bite and 2 claws
Damage:
1d10 / 1d6
Save:
F12
Morale:
9
Hoard Class:
None
Special:
+1 or better weapon to hit
XP:
725xp each
A cat demon has a 2 in 3 chance of surprising a foe and is never
surprised itself (except by completely silent foes). It can also cast
each of the following spells once per day: Detect Invisible, Dispel
Magic, Hold Person, Knock, and Locate Object. Once every six
rounds, a cat demon can vomit flaming oil on everyone in front of
it within fifteen feet. Damage is equal to its current hit points (save
vs. breath weapon for half damage).
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Welcome to the Machine

High Wizardry
This room is the magical source of the machines and all the evil
they produce. Runes and symbols decorate the floor and walls,
and the air pulses with arcane power. When someone enters this
room, or acts against it from the Engine room, the Bronze Hag
appears. She is the personification of these evil energies, and acts to
ensure their continued existence.

The Bronze Hag
The Bronze Hag is a naked, nine-foot-tall woman with skin and
hair made of bronze that is as hot as a pan on a fire. The air
shimmers around her because of the heat. Ghostly streams of dead
babies and animals swirl in the air around her and her mouth hangs
open in a silent scream. Her eyes are blank until they flash in
hypnotic, multi-coloured patterns. She only leaves the room of
High Wizardry in order to pursue foes, and even then, she does not
go as far as the Mainspring.
Tactics:
If they damage the machines: Maim them.
If they try to flee: Hurt them one last time before they go.
When they intrude: Manifest and attack them.

DW:
THE BRONZE HAG

Construct, Large, Magical,
Planar, Solitary, Terrifying.
Touch or stream (1d10+1 damage, ignores armour) 20 HP 4 Armour
Close, Reach, Near, Forceful, Messy
Special Qualities: Skin of burning metal.
Instinct: To keep the machines producing evil.
 Burn with a touch, melt metal, ignite flammables.
 Engulf a foe in a stream of ghosts.
 Immobilize a foe with hypnotic glare.
 Use telekinetic powers to push a foe or grab an object from
afar.
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